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Wolf Black Attack
WOLVES ON ROLL LEADING UP TO CHRISTMAS BREAK

The Black Attack took to home ice on Saturday for a
game with the London Nationals.  The Wolves started
out strong, taking a 1-0 lead after Aidan Brady crashed
the net and banged home a Will Maxwell rebound.
Second assist going to Matt Buck, who worked hard in
the corner to get the puck into the slot.  After London
tied the game, the Wolves pulled ahead in the second
when Connor Olsen fed the puck back to the blue line
and Cole Schirrmacher ripped a bullet toward the
London goal.  The rebound went straight to Brady who
tucked it in the back of the net.  Brady got his hat trick
when he rifled a shot into the goal after receiving a
nice pass from Lukas Marschuetz at the blueline.  The
Wolves were down 2 players due to illness and it
seemed to take a toll as London came back in the last 9 minutes of the third to tie the game at 3-3.
The Wolves travelled to London on Sunday for a game against Oakridge.  Both teams came out hard but the Black
Attack got on the board first when Will Maxwell found the loose puck at the side of the net and tucked it home.
Assists went to Aidan Brady and Matthew Buck.  The Wolves second goal saw Brady find the mesh after some hard
work by Maxwell and Buck to feed him the puck.  David Parker put the Wolves up by 3 when he fought off the
Oakridge D in front of the net to fire home a loose puck.  Assists went to Cole Schirrmacher and Owen Fenton.  The
Black Attack netted 2 more in the third when Connor Olsen found the back of the net on a nice feed from Dawson
Fielding.  Fenton then scored an unassisted goal after making a nice move on the Oakridge goalie .  Oakridge
managed to sneak one past our D and Wally late in the game, resulting in a Wolves 5-1 victory.

Player profile:  Connor Olsen
When you want grit, determination and an eye for the net, look no farther than #27 for the Black and Gold  Connor
Olsen.  Connor’s work along the boards and crashing the front of the net is similar to his NHL hero, Alexander
Ovechkin.  Connor’s tenacity was on display against London on Saturday and Sunday.  It was clear he was frustrating

the white, blue and red players with his hard work and resolve
to get that puck to the front of the net.  Connor credits a full
plate of his favourite food Lasagna with Strawberries and whip
cream for dessert as keys to his strength and work ethic.
Connor is a grade 6 student at St. Matthew’s PS where he excels
at science.  When he isn’t playing hockey, Connor loves to spend
time at the cottage waterskiing.  He also loves to play volleyball
and rumour has it he has
one awesome SPIKE!
Connor’s favourite group is
Wiz Khalifa and although
his favourite song is Mercy,

it’s only the opposition we hear yelling “mercy” during Connor’s shifts. Great
work Connor!

SCOREBOARD
Waterloo 3
London Nationals 3

Waterloo 5
Oakridge 1


